
PERSONAL VIDEO

We would like to see you! 

Your task here is to record a short video of yourself (less than 3 minutes) in 
which you introduce yourself and explain us why YOU should be selected to 
participate to the program.

What will you uniquely contribute to the program? 
In addition, this is the occasion to show us your creativity skills: describe one 
experience that demonstrates your creativity and/or inventiveness!

Remember: Video’s length should be maximum 3 minutes. 

— Capture and Upload
— Capture the video using your digital or video camera, smart phone 
    or laptop and save it on your computer. Or use YouTube’s ‘Record 
    from WebCam’ mechanism.
— Go to www.youtube.com and log into your account 
    [create an account if needed].
— Use the upload feature to place your video on YouTube.
— Title your video: d.HEALTH Barcelona – Innovation Video 
    Essay (and your name)

— Privacy: Select Unlisted (anyone with the link can view). The video 
    will not appear in any YouTube’s public spaces, such as search 
    results, your channel, or the Browse page, but the link can be 
    shared with anyone. To learn more about an Unlisted Video,  
    visit YouTube 
— After setting the privacy setting on your video, copy the link 
    provided by YouTube at the top of the screen and paste into the 
    Application Video Essay box on your application.

Suggestions for your recording: 

- The video should be recorded in English.

-Film at the highest resolution or quality your videocamera or smartphone provides.
- Select 16:9 aspect ratio, not 4:3.
- Record horizontally, not vertically.
- Do not add effects to the video.
- Film in a quiet room without background noise.
- In the case of making a video edit, do not insert background music or, at least, have one    
  copy without music for future editing by Moebio.
- Stand up or sit yourself looking to a natural (if possible) light source but in an interior (to
  avoid traffic noise, wind, etc..). Place the camera back to the light source. If it is not possible
  to film with natural light, lit the space properly and always film during day (not at night).

- Being a close-up, it is advisable to makeup a little bit to reduce skin shines.
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